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Plumbing New Technologies Many of today’s toilets use advances in water delivery to add to their performance. Dual flush mechanisms combine water conservation and performance which allow the consumer to choose either a standard 1.6 gallon flush or a .8 gallon option. Power Assisted systems use small pumps to increase the pressure of the flush which in turn saves water and money over a period of time.



Environmental concerns have given way to the Low Flow toilet which utilizes about one and half gallons of water per flush. These toilets are now considered standard appliances in new homes for their inherent resource savings. Although more popular in Europe and having been around since the 17th century, Bidets are making a strong showing in the United States because of the health benefits and ability to wash portions of the body that are inaccessible. A dripping faucet is more than a nuisance: it’s a money drain. The EPA estimates a leaking faucet can waste as much as 3,000 gallons of water a year, and fixing it could save you up to 10 percent on your water bills. We can repair the problem or replace the faucet. Our skilled technicians can help shave even more money off your water bills with the installation of a low-flow faucet or aerator. You’ll conserve water without sacrificing pressure or performance!
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Is the finish on your current faucet dull or pitted? It’s probably time to replace it. A new faucet is also a great way to give your kitchen or bath an updated look. Our plumbers can guide you through all the available choices, explain the options best-suited to your needs and perform the installation. Our experts can handle installation, repair or replacement of almost any faucet, including: kitchen sinks bathroom sinks bathtubs showers wet bars laundry rooms water shut-off valves Outdoor hose attachments Your home’s plumbing isn’t a DIY project. Replacing your faucet can require a knowledge of construction, building codes, specialty tools, and even electrical knowledge when instant hot water dispensers or garbage disposals are employed involved, it is best left to a professional, and your local Benjamin Franklin plumber can install a new model of your choice. Many of today's bathrooms feature an assortment of shower and tub layout designs, locations and purpose. Most are conventional tub & shower combinations, while others may feature ornate separate designs with a variety of water jets, shower heads and faucet designs. Even though their designs may vary, showers and tubs are still devices that are tied to a sanitary sewer system and used primarily for hygiene purposes. They incorporate a hot and cold water line and drainage system. Shower drain repair continues to be one of the most common household clogging issues. At Midwest Plumbing Indianapolis we specialize in all kinds of tub and shower repair and installation.
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Some of the more popular designs that we maintain, include:



Shower tub combination - The most common residential configuration in today’s home is the shower tub combination. It is characterized by a standard elongated tub for prone bathing, in addition to, having wall mounted nozzles for stand-up shower purposes. These designs are especially popular if you have limited space. Stand alone shower - For those homes where space is not an issue, a stand-alone shower can be just the ticket. With framed and frameless designs that may or may not use a swinging door, stand-alone showers can be outfitted to having multiple nozzles delivering water flow from a variety of angles. Separate tub and shower installations provide greater flexibility for your bathing needs. Bathtubs - Bathtubs in the western nations are distinct in that the bather lies down in a prone position for bathing purposes. These types of baths are typically shallow and long and can either be free-standing, like those pedestal and claw-footed designs of the 19th
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century, or the more traditional molded units that utilize walls of the bathroom for support. Hot tubs - Hot tubs are generally large home-made or manufactured tubs full of heated water and used for soaking, relaxation or hydrotherapy. In most cases, they possess water jets that produce pulsating water movement for massage purposes. Most hot tubs are located outdoors, and are often sheltered for protection from the elements, as well as for privacy. Whirlpool tubs - Whirlpool tubs were popularized in the 1960s. Air bubbles are introduced into the water nozzles via an air-bleed pump and have been generically referred to as a "jacuzzi", since it was developed and introduced by the manufacturer Jacuzzi , as the "Spa Whirlpool" in 1968. Walk-in tubs - Walk-in bathtubs are specially equipped bathtubs that assist those with limited mobility, such as the elderly or the disabled. They either have an inward or outward opening self-sealing door. Many walk-in bathtubs are equipped for hydrotherapy and/or whirlpool features, internal safety grab bars, anti-slip floors and seats, and handheld showerheads that can also be wall-mounted to enable one to take a standing shower. Nozzles - With the newer designs in showers and tubs there are also innovations in the water delivery system. Some nozzles or showerheads contain modern sensor-operated column showers that distribute the water over a large solid angle. This utilizes less water to wet the same area and is more eco-friendly. Low flow shower heads can use water more efficiently by aerating the water stream, while some shower heads can be adjusted to spray different patterns of water. What's with the pool of water collecting in my yard? When it comes to your main sewer lines and water lines, your peace of mind depends on them working properly. Sewer lines provide for the exiting of waste products from the home, while water lines deliver water to the home. The plumbing system, both water and sewer, in your home is full of fixtures, fittings and appliances. All of these can cause potential problems, some serious. Problems like sewer backups, clogged lines, damaged pipes, as well as, issues with leaks, high water pressure and low water pressure. At Midwest Plumbing Indianapolis we provide effective solutions for all emergencies and minor headaches alike. Water Pipes
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Water pipes are made from a variety of materials including PvC (polyvinyal chloride), iron, polyethylene or copper. They deliver potable water from the street or well to all areas of your home for use in the kitchen, bath, laundry, and outside irrigation. These pipes often times are buried in the slabs of homes, in the walls and consist of joints, valves and fittings that can lead to leaks. Water lines are pressurized and more susceptible to leaks. In some cases, it is difficult to detect leaks without a closer inspection. Leaks can lead to low water pressure, water damage, increased bills and a waste of natural resources. And, in the colder areas of the country frozen pipes can be a major concern. Sewer Pipes Most sewer pipes are generally made of plastic materials such as PvC and polyethylene. They provide for the exiting of wastewater materials from kitchens, baths and laundries to a sanitary sewer or septic tank system. The majority of residential sewer systems have pipes that rely on gravity systems where slight inclines in the piping allow for the flow of sewage to a further distribution point. These pipes consist of joints and fittings that can become damaged and leak. Sewer leaks can lead to unsightly odors and major messes. Pumps are used throughout society for a variety of purposes, irrigation, water supply, gasoline supply, air conditioning systems, refrigeration (usually called a compressor), chemical movement, sewage movement, flood control, marine services, etc.



Because of the wide variety of applications, pumps have a variety of shapes and sizes: from very large to very small, from handling gas to handling liquid, from high pressure to low pressure, and from high volume to low volume. Pumps are commonly rated by horsepower, flow rate, outlet pressure in feet (or meters) of head, inlet suction in suction feet (or meters) of head. The head can be simplified as the number of feet or meters the pump can raise or lower a column of water at atmospheric pressure. Installing, maintaining and servicing pumps can mean the difference between a smooth running system and a mess. Some representative examples of pumps include: Water Pumps Most residential water pumps are used for irrigation as part of a lawn sprinkler system, consisting of various plumbing parts, piping and control equipment. Piping is connected
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to the water source via plumbing fittings and the control system opens and closes valves to provide water on a schedule. The control provided varies depending on the equipment used; some systems are fully automated and even compensate for rain, runoff and evaporation, while others require much more user attention for the same effectiveness. Pool Pumps An electric water pump is the primary piece of equipment in re-circulating the water from the pool through a filtering system. Water is forced through a filter and then returned, treated, to the pool. Residential pool pumps are typical run for 4 hours per day in winter (when the pool is not in use) and up to 24 hours in summer. Sump Pumps Sump pumps are use to help prevent basement flooding. They provide protection especially in finished basements that contain recreation rooms, offices and bedrooms. The pump collects excess water and moves it away from your home's foundation as the water table rises and falls throughout the year. A variety of pumps and sizes are available including electrical, water powered and battery powered back up models for use in areas prone to power outages.



Contact Us Today! Midwest Plumbing Indianapolis 2944 Princeton Place Indianapolis, Indiana 46205-4129 (317) 593-9020 Main Site: https://www.pressadvantage.com/organization/midwest-plumbing-indianapolis Secondary site: https://sites.google.com/site/midwestplumbingindianapolis/ Google Site: https://sites.google.com/site/plumbingservicesmidwestin/ Google Folder: https://goo.gl/arrJwV
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